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Malik DAHLAN 
Professor Dr Malik R. Dahlan holds the Chair of International Law and Public Policy at Queen 
Mary University of London and was the Professor of International Law, Trade and Policy at CCLS 
until 2018. Before joining the Queen Mary faculty, Professor Dahlan practiced regulatory law for 
fifteen years across many sectors including energy, defence, trade, government affairs, rule of law 
among others. He also owned the Gulf’s first private renewable energy company and was the 
international chair of the largest renewable energy private equity fund in the world. In parallel to 
his academic work, Professor Dahlan is the Principal of Institution Quraysh for Law & Policy (iQ), 
a multifaceted transnational professional services company in London. He is a multijurisdictional 
lawyer, a CEDR Senior International Mediator, and Fellow of the Chartered Institute of 
Arbitrators. 
 
 
Tom DIMITROFF  
Tom is a US and UK educated lawyer that began his career teaching jurisprudence and political 
theory in the UK before turning to the practice of law in Chicago and development law in Eastern 
Europe and Central Asia.  He subsequently worked in a projects, transactions and risk 
assessment capacity with BP and is now a strategy consultant and senior executive.  Tom is a 
Senior Advisor on the Roland Berger, GmbH global civil economics and infrastructure 
team, Senior Advisor for Karkin & Yuksel Legal Advisory Services, Ltd, Commercial Director for 
Dashboard, Ltd, the Commercial and Legal Director for Hyperion Energy, Ltd and a Partner with 
Infrastructure Development Partnership, LLP a London-based advisory business he co-founded 
in 2004. Tom is a recognised authority on energy and infrastructure and has published widely and 
regularly speaks at conferences and universities globally.  



Andrey A. KONOPLYANIK 
Prof. Dr Andrey A. Konoplyanik is an energy economist by background (major professional areas 
- energy economics, evolution of international energy markets, energy & investment legislation, 
energy financing). He is currently adviser to the Director General of Gazprom export LLC, Co-
chair from the Russian side of Work Stream 2 “Internal Markets” of the Russia-EU Gas Advisory 
Council, member of the Scientific Council on system research in energy at the Russian Academy 
of Sciences and chief research fellow at the Institute for Oil & Gas Problems, Russian Academy 
of Sciences. He was previously Deputy Minister for external relations and direct foreign 
investments at the Russian Ministry for Fuel & Energy (1991-1993), Head of drafters Russia’s 
legislation on production-sharing agreements (1993-1997) and Executive Director of the Russian 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (1996-1999). He presided the Energy & Investment 
Policy & Project Financing Development Foundation (1999-2002) and was appointed as Deputy 
Secretary-General of the Energy Charter Secretariat from 2002 to 2008.  
 
 
Victoria NALULE 
Victoria is a lawyer and an Energy and Mining expert, with extensive experience working on 
various projects in the different parts of the Globe. She is a holder of a PhD in International 
Energy Law and Policy (Dundee). Victoria is the Founder and Executive Director of the African 
Energy and Minerals Management Initiative as well as CEO and lead consultant at Nalule Energy 
& Minerals Consultants (NEM- www.nemenergyco.com). She is also an Energy Arbitrator at the 
Energy Disputes Arbitration Center (EDAC), Turkey and a Senior Research Fellow in Mining Law 
& Governance at the Institute for Oil, Gas, Energy, Environment and Sustainability Development 
(OGEES). She is a committee member at the International Law Association (ILA) and at Access 
for Women in Energy, an international NGO. Victoria is an author and has widely published on 
topics relating to oil, gas, renewable energy, climate change,  mining and International Arbitration. 
Her latest five books covering energy, mining, land access and Extractives, energy arbitration, and 
negotiation in Extractives. 
 
 
Urban RUSNAK 
Dr Rusnák is the longest-serving Secretary-General on the records of the International Energy 
Charter. Since becoming Secretary-General, Dr Rusnák has focused his efforts on modernizing 
and expanding the International Energy Charter. Upon his proposal in 2012, the Energy Charter 
Conference significantly increased its transparency policy by making its decisions available to the 
general public. During his tenure, five countries became Contracting Parties to the ECT 
(Afghanistan, Montenegro, Iceland, Jordan and Yemen) and three more have been invited to 
accede to the ECT (Mauretania, Burundi and Eswatini). In addition, 28 new countries and regional 
organizations became Observers of the Energy Charter Conference by signing the International 
Energy Charter. To improve democratic governance and better geographical balance, he also 
proposed to introduce the rotating Chairmanship of the Energy Charter Conference (2013). In 
parallel to addressing potential disruption of gas flow to the European Union due to the Russian-
Ukrainian conflict, Dr Rusnák led the work on Energy Charter Early Warning Mechanism, which 
was adopted in 2014. Under his leadership, the Secretariat in 2018 also developed the Energy 
Investment Risks Assessment (#EIRA), its annual flagship publication. 
 
 
Nobuo TANAKA 
Nobuo Tanaka is former Chairman of the Sasakawa Peace Foundation and current Chairman of 
the Innovation for Cool Earth Forum (ICEF). He is also Distinguished Fellow at the Institute of 
Energy Economics Japan (IEEJ) and Visiting Professor at the Graduate School of Public Policy 

http://www.nemenergyco.com/


of the University of Tokyo. As Executive Director of the International Energy Agency (IEA) from 
2007 to 2011, he initiated a collective release of oil stocks in June 2011. He also played a crucial 
and personal role in strengthening of ties with major non-Member energy players, including China 
and India. He began his career in 1973 in the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) 
after graduating from the University of Tokyo, and has served in a number of high-ranking 
positions, including Director-General of the Multilateral Trade System Department. He was deeply 
engaged in bilateral trade issues with the US as Minister for Industry, Trade and Energy at the 
Embassy of Japan, Washington DC, and served twice as Director for Science, Technology and 
Industry (DSTI) of the OECD. 
 
 

ASSISTANT & RAPPORTEUR 
 
Yuriy POCHTOVYK 
Yuriy Pochtovyk (LLB, LLM) joined the International Energy Charter in 2018. In his current role 
as a Junior Legal Assistant, he provides legal support to the Energy Charter Conference, its 
subsidiary bodies, and the Energy Charter Secretariat’s Conflict Resolution Centre. Yuriy’s 
specialisation is international law, investment policy and investor-State dispute settlement. Yuriy 
is involved in overseeing investor-State disputes under the ECT and is a member of the 
Secretariat’s core team assisting in the ongoing negotiations of the modernisation of the Energy 
Charter Treaty. 
 

ASSISTANT 
 
Hava YURTTAGUL 
Hava Yurttagül is junior legal assistant at the Energy Charter Secretariat. After a double degree in 
French and German law and an LL.M. in European and International law, she worked for different 
international organisations and obtained her Ph.D. in Law in 2021.  
 
 
 


